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The chairman of the Sue family was absolutely nothing. The woman in front of him called 

the individuals of the Incredible family members over casually. 

” Yara, obtain someone to bring the betrothal gifts right here right away,” Harvey stated to 

Yara. It was such a big show. If he didn’t hand over the betrothal gifts today, it would most 

definitely not finish well. 

Was there a need for a factor right now? Her strength was one of the most powerful reason, 

pressing the Sue household to the point of being out of breath. 

Yara’s determined face was light. She could take out the gold as well as jade, but she had 

currently invested the cash money. Where should she go to get it? 

” Harvey, aid me,” Yara claimed to Harvey for aid. 

Harvey recognized that Yara had actually spent a great deal of cash recently, and her clothes 

were branded from head to toe, but she could not spend all 8 million yuan. It was such a big 

opening that even he could not obstruct it. 

 

Yara’s lack of ability to wed right into the Hannigan household was no longer of any kind of 

usage to him. 

” You can’t have spent all the money, can you?” Harvey gnashed his teeth as well as claimed. 

Yara drank her head in a panic as well as stated, “No, and, there are still more than one 

million left.” 

 

Greater than a million! 

That was to state, Yara spent more than 7 million yuan in such a short time! What 

credentials did she have to invest cash like that? 



” I don’t care if you sell your household home or the firm. If you have much less money, the 

Sue household won’t have to stay in Cloud City,” Gina claimed gently. 

Harvey’s heart sank. There was no requirement to question what she said, since currently the 

Beautiful family had actually defended her. If the Divine family wished to go against the Sue 

family, there was no area for the Sue family in Cloud City. 

It was worth even more than 7 million. Where could they locate so much in such a brief 

amount of time? 

” Yara, why did you invest so much cash? Isn’t this going to eliminate our Sue family 

members?”. 

” You’re such a big spender. That’s greater than 7 million yuan.”. 

” Hurry up as well as market all things you bought. Market your home at home. Don’t get us 

right into problem.”. 

The Sue family was a huge family, yet they didn’t simply fly around by themselves when 

faced with disaster once. At this minute, the relatives of the Sue family’s allegation of Yara 

were not amazed. 

They all made it through by depending on the Sue family members. If the Sue family 

members was linked, the whole household would be doomed. 

Yara’s self-confidence was entirely ruined. She had actually never ever visualized that now 

would truly come, which Samuel’s jinx would in fact strike the nail on the head. 

It’s Samuel’s curse. Yara ended up being a mad evil one, pressing all the blame to Samuel. 

The Hannigan family members was most likely not to value her at the start. Yara simply 

assumed so. 

As for why the Hannigan household had to take back the engagement presents, Harvey was 

not in the mood to care about it. Now he had to take out all the engagement presents as 

well as resolve this issue. 

” Give me someday, I will definitely return the betrothal gifts.” Harvey stated to Gina. 



He didn’t wish to help Yara, however in the current circumstance, he needed to help her, 

due to the fact that if he couldn’t manage it, the whole Sue family would be doomed. 

” Okay, I’ll give you eventually. At this time tomorrow, send out the engagement presents to 

Yvonne’s home,” Gina said. 

Yvonne! 

Exactly how could it be Yvonne’s residence? 

” What’s taking place? Why did you give the wedding celebration gifts to Yvonne?”. 

” No way. Does not she understand Yvonne is wed?”. 

” How could this lady be so lucky? Is she mosting likely to divorce that good-for-nothing 

Samuel?”. 

All the relatives of the Sue family murmured to every various other in discouragement. They 

could not determine why Gina would certainly do this. 

Harvey was likewise extremely surprised. With a lot cash, why would certainly she give it to 

Yvonne? 

” Don’t you recognize Yvonne is married?” Harvey asked. 

” Our Hannigan household does not intend to repossess the presents, so we found a 

pleasing-looking individual to give them to. Do you have any objections?” Gina stated. 

” What the fuck!”. 

Did she have money so she could do whatever she can It was worth 10s of numerous bucks, 

but since it was pleasing to the eye, she had to give it to Yvonne. Had not been that as well 

easy on her? 

Yara was a lot more reluctant to quit. In her eyes, what used to come from her was currently 

eliminated by Yvonne. 

” What right does Yvonne have? Yara claimed hesitantly to Gina. 



 


